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OPTIC CRYSTAL (O)
Modern advancements in the manufacture of optics used 
in telescopes for space exploration have created a new 
generation of crystal. Optically pure and created to optimize 
internal light refraction, the Optic Crystal used in Schonbek 
luminaires catapult new designs into the future.

HERITAGE (H)
Opulent by design, Heritage is first-quality machine-
cut crystal with clarity and flawlessness above industry 
standards. Characterized by its prismatic brilliance, visual 
clarity, crisp faceting and refined poloshing, Heritage graces 
many of Schonbek’s best-selling crystal chandeliers.

ROCK CRYSTAL (R)
An ancient natural quartz gemstone valued by society, 
authentic and original Rock Crystal exhibit unique fissures 
and veins, a million years in the forming. Impossible to 
duplicate in laboratories, Rock Crystal is found deep within 
mines and polished to perfection to accentuate nature’s 
artistic signature in every piece.

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS (S)
The finest crystal in the world. Completely free of flaws, 
Strass is technical perfection characterized by optical purity 
and rich faceting. A proprietary formula of lead-free crystal 
with an invisible coating also make it dust and residue 
resistant. The ultimate prismatic brilliance.

Grizzly Black
(-LB1)

Chinook
(-LC1)

Iceberg
(-LI1)

Red Fox
(-LR1)

Snowshoe
(-LS1)

White Pass
(-LW1)

CRYSTAL SELECTION LEATHER  SELECTION

*Crystal, glass, and all other materials containing 0.009% lead or less.
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 -06
 White

 -83
Florentine 
Bronze

-26
French Gold

-27
Parchment Gold

-44
Heirloom Silver

 -211
Aurelia

 -703 (BN)
Brushed Nickel

-301
Gold Mirror

-704 (AN)
Antique Nickel

-47
Antique Pewter

-22
Heirloom Gold

-306
White Luster

-705 (BS)
Black Stainless

-48
Antique Silver

-23
Etruscan Gold

-49
Black Pearl

-40
Polished Silver

-51
Black

-18 (BK)
Black

-59
Ferro Black

-701 (PN)
Polish Nickel

-55
Jet Black

-700 (AB)
Aged Brass

-BK1
Black

-GY1
Glimmer Gray

-709 (SG)
Soft Gold

-SS1
Stainless Steel

-707 (SN)
Satin Nickel

-SI1
Glimmer Silver

-710 (SV)
Soft Silver

-76 
Heirloom Bronze

-702 (CH)
Polished Chrome

-WH1
White

-708 (TT)
Titanium

-401
Polished 
Stainless Steel

-706 (GL)
Gold Lace

-28
Bronze Gold

FINISH SELECTION
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